With the advent of general purpose GPU computing, surface reconstruction algorithms that were originally purely offline have become real-time. Release of cheap depth sensors like Microsoft Kinect or Asus Xtion have made reconstruction algorithms even more appealing.
II. METHOD OVERVIEW
Truncated signed distance function (TSDF) is used to represent scene. Positive distance to the surface is stored in the voxel if it is placed outside surface and negative otherwise [1] .
Using TSDF instead of regular signed distance function allows to use only a few bits to represent relatively accurate models, thus decreasing memory consumption which is crucial in this application. In the proposed implementation eight bits are used to store distance.
TSDF is stored using block-based sparse buffer. It can be thought of as a two-level-deep hierarchical data structure where the domain of the buffer is subdivided into coarse N 3 If anything except χ is going to be stored into voxel, then memory is allocated for the block containing it and filled with the necessary TSDF values. blocks, each of them is either empty and do not consume any space either is further subdivided into M 3 voxels.
Fusion algorithm consists of several steps that are repeatedly executed during scanning. 3) Registration. Register obtained surface to the current estimation of the scene. Chen-Medioni point-to-plane ICP framework with simple projective point matching and rejection based on distance and normal deviation is used [2] [3] . Initial transformation for the ICP is obtained by performing registration of the captured color frame to the previous frame. BRIEF features [4] are extracted from images and brought to alignment by performing RANSAC [5] . Geometric registration is unstable whether not enough geometry information is present, thus small noise may spoil registration. To address this problems traditional ICP algorithm was modified to discard unstable transformations. Fig. 4 . Comparison of registration methods on series of scans without geometric features. From left to right: serial ICP, serial ICP with texture, serial ICP with texture and eigenvalue analysis 4) Fusion. Merge registered surface into TSDF representing scene. Three methods have been used to incorporate measurements: running average, weighted average and Kalman filter. First method consumes twice less memory and is the easiest to implement, second method consumes more memory but faster converges to the fine estimate, third method converges even faster and additionally protects model from outliers. 
